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Modern Spiritual Masters 2008
through biographical reflections and selected writings this anthology
highlights the essential teachings of a dozen modern spiritual masters
each of whom embodied a form of engaged spirituality attuned both to
god and the needs of a wounded world each opposed a style of
spirituality focused entirely on the inner life while at the same lime
stressing the importance of prayer and silence as the foundation for
service and activism balancing contemplation and compassion these
figures including some of the world s best known spiritual writers
represent a model of spirituality sensitive to tradition as well as the
challenges of our time book jacket

Matthew Fox 2022-03-23
essential writings by matthew fox theologian and leading proponent of
creation spirituality

Swami Vivekananda 2012
swami vivekananda l863 1902 a learned scholar and wandering monk
from india traveled to chicago in 1893 for the first world parliament of
religions and there won immediate acclaim as a spiritual teacher he
established the first vedanta centers in the united states and made a
tremendous impression on a range of scholars writers and spiritual
seekers book jacket

God in All Worlds 1995
this anthology is a complete guide to spiritual writings from 1945 to the
present day with over 130 contributors ranging from c s lewis c g jung
and m scott peck to martin luther king jr carlos casteneda and vaclav
havel while examining traditional eastern and western spiritualism the
book also explores the more recent feminist theology new age spirituality
eco consciousness and cosmological discoveries the anthology is
compiled within the structure of a spiritual journey the quest revelation
trials surrender death eternal life and awe writers and thinkers from all
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backgrounds jewish hindu buddhist islamic christian taoist and agnostic
are brought together to explore all the various facets of modern
spirituality and religious experience in our post war age

Ronald Rolheiser 2021-10-20
brings together key writings of one of the most popular and influential
spiritual writers of our day along with a brief biography

The Power of Modern Spirituality 2011
in the power of modern spirituality william bloom identifies for the first
time the core strategies found at the heart of all spiritual traditions and
explains how everyone regardless of background beliefs or personality
type can develop them and immediately put them into practice he
structures his book around the key areas of connection reflection and
service showing us how to recognise and develop these aspects of
ourselves in the context of today s challenges and crises so that we gain
greater meaning and purpose in our lives written in a lively intelligent
and inspiring style and drawn from bloom s popular courses and
workshops it will help you to go more deeply into yourself and develop a
greater sense of personal integrity inner strength a stronger connection
with friends family and colleagues an increased sense of personal joy and
of being in the driving seat of your life and much more

Modern Christian Spirituality 1990
the thirteen essays in this collection fall into two sections the first section
presents essays on the nature of spirituality and appropriate methods for
its study while a second section includes historical studies of particular
persons and movements within christian spirituality contributors include
ewert cousins carlos m n eire diogenes allen eric lund and david trickett

Essential Writings 2003
g k chesterton 1874 1936 was one of the great catholic writers of the
twentieth century he brought a distinctive catholic perspective to scores
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of books and articles even to the genre of detective novels in the famous
father brown mysteries as this collection shows chesterton s writing
contains a spiritual dimension in his ability to combine matters of great
seriousness with great humor the contours of his distinctive and
paradoxical spirituality emerge

Selected Spiritual Writings 1997
for the first time in one volume in english are the spiritual writings of this
outstanding intellectual figure 1401 1464 whose work anticipated
modern problems of ecumenicity and pluralism empowerment and
reconciliation and tolerance and individuality

The Spiritual Way 2019-08-08
in the spiritual way classic traditions and contemporary practice philip
sheldrake aims to make the wisdom of christian spirituality better known
to contemporary readers after an introductory chapter on the foundations
of christian spirituality sheldrake describes its diverse riches through the
centuries in terms of five distinctive types of christian spiritual wisdom
illustrated by a rich selection of classical examples the five types are the
way of discipline the contemplative mystical way the way of practical
action the way of beauty and the prophetic way this book also briefly
explores the contemporary interest in spirituality within and beyond
conventional religion and suggests how we might engage with these five
types on our spiritual journeys in today s world

The Spirituality Revolution 2004
the spirituality revolution addresses the major social issue of spirituality
which requires immediate attention if we are to creatively respond to
spiralling outbreaks of depression suicide addiction and psychological
suffering
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The Contemporary Guide to Modern
Spirituality 2016-06-30
the contemporary guide to modern spirituality is a guide for all people
regardless of background to help them find their connection to the
eternal consciousness of the universe and to serve this power and to
manifest this power positively into their very own daily lives

Modern Spirituality 1994-09
these essays ecplore the spiritual culture shared by texts and writers in
western europe from the 13th to 17th centuries the visionaries mystics
and nuns who were poets or scholars and the creative writers who drew
on spiritual themes the topics range chronologically from the late 13th to
late 17th centuries and geographically from germany england italy france
spain and new spain mexico though the volume s centre is the spiritual
culture of 16th century spain common concerns of each essay are the
exploration of spiritual culture how some texts and writers shape
expectations attending the life of the spirit and how they are in turn
shaped by them

The Mystical Gesture 2000
frank sheed d 1981 and maisie ward d 1975 were a remarkable
couplefounders of sheed ward publishers authors of innumerable books
on catholic history theology and spirituality and pioneers in promoting
the catholic revival of the 20th century frank sheed was the best known
catholic apologist of the century perhaps second overall to c s lewis while
maisie ward won renown for her biographies and lives of the saints by
linking the lives of a married couple this work presents a husband and
wife who gave themselves to the promotion and justification of the
christian life who aimed to invigorate the catholic mind and whose life
work helped bring the church to a new level of maturity and
respectability
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Spiritual Writings 2010
if a man walks in the woods for love of them half of each day he is in
danger of being regarded as a loafer but if he spends his whole day as a
speculator shearing off those woods and making earth bald before her
time he is esteemed an industrious and enterprising citizen as if a town
had no interest in its forests but to cut them down thoreau henry david
thoreau 1817 1862 embodies classic features of the american spirit
nonconformity the impulse to seek renewal in nature and the will to stand
firm by his convictions famous for his retreat to walden pond and his
night in jail described in the duty of civil disobedience he was a
profoundly religious man though he remained unaffiliated with any
organized religion he might well serve as a patron saint for today s
spiritual but not religious seekers thoreau experienced mystical ecstasies
in his youth he followed an almost monastic discipline of contemplation
he was an early pioneer in the exploration of hinduism and eastern
religion which he integrated with his deep immersion in nature and his
highly refined social conscience this anthology which focuses specific
attention on thoreau s spiritual and prophetic writings draws on his
voluminous journals correspondence essays and selection from
waldenand his other key works

Spiritual and Prophetic Writings 2015
for over fifty years anthony bloom 1914 2003 was head of the russian
orthodox church ihn great britain patriarchate of moscow arriving in
britain in 1949 he played a major part of ecumenical work and exerted a
wide influence through his broadcasts writings he is the author of several
spiritual classics and reputation as a spiritual leader his writings reflect
both the essence of orthodoxy and his own experience of the struggle to
live christianity on a daily basis

Metropolitan Anthony of Sourozh 2010
henri nouwen was one of the great spiritual masters of the modern age
his beloved writings have helped millions understand that no matter
where we are god can meet us there read this brand new compilation of
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his writings and conferences and let henri nouwen accompany you with
his trademark wisdom acuity common sense erudition and most of all
compassion and help you encounter god more fully in your daily life
james martin sj author of the jesuit guide to almost everything led by the
writing of beloved bestselling author henri nouwen with open hands
reaching out the wounded healer making all things new the authors of
spiritual direction return with the second work in this popular spirituality
series on how to live out the five classical stages of spiritual development

Spiritual Formation 2010-08-31
in its most general sense the term spiritual but not religious denotes
those who on the one hand are disillusioned with traditional institutional
religion and on the other hand feel that those same traditions contain
deep wisdom about the human condition this edited collection speaks to
what national surveys agree is a growing social phenomenon referred to
as the spiritual but not religious movement sbnrm each essay of the
volume engages the past present and future s of the sbnrm their
collective contribution is analytic descriptive and prescriptive taking
stock of not only the various analyses of the sbnrm to date but also the
establishment of a new ground upon which the continued academic
discussion can take place this volume is a watershed in the growing
academic and public interest in the sbnrm as such it will vital reading for
any academic involved in religious studies spirituality and sociology

Being Spiritual but Not Religious
2018-05-30
my dear far nearness is a one of a kind book from a one of a kind author
it distills a lifetime of spiritual practice and analytical reflection for jonas
the trinity is what we might call a divine way of life humans made in the
image of god likewise are made for this way of life whose manifestations
span a complete spectrum of human dimensions psychological social
spiritual this central theme seamlessly integrates the wide variety of
perspectives that intersect in robert jonas own career those of
psychotherapist mystic teacher musician activist scholar from the
foreword by s mark heim
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My Dear Far-Nearness:: The Holy Trinity as
a Spiritual Practice 2022-05-18
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the missing link
in modern spiritualism by a leah underhill digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has
been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the
books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat
this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic
of world literature

Essays of a Modern Mystic 2011-04
it would not be an exaggeration to say that during the last century most
especially during and since the 1960s the language of spirituality has
become one of the most significant ways in which the sacred has come to
be understood and judged in the west and increasingly elsewhere
whether it is true that spirituality has eclipsed religion in western settings
remains debatable what is incontestable is that the language of
spirituality together with practices most noticeably spiritual
complementary and alternative medicine has become a major feature of
the sacred dimensions of contemporary modernity equally incontestably
spirituality is a growing force in all those developing countries where its
presence is increasingly felt among the cosmopolitan elite and where
spiritual forms of traditional complementary and alternative medicine are
thriving this new four volume major work collection from routledge
provides a coherent compilation of landmark texts which cannot be
ignored by those intent on making sense of what is happening to the
sacred as spirituality more exactly what is taken to be spirituality
develops as an increasingly important lingua franca series of practices
and as a humanistic ethicality

The Missing Link in Modern Spiritualism
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2022-09-16
originally published under title power of modern spirituality your guide to
a life of compassion and personal fulfilment london piatkus 2011

Spirituality in the Modern World 2012
yves congar 1904 1995 a french dominican theologian was a prophet in
the church of the mid 20th century persecuted in the 1950s only to
become perhaps the single most formative influence on vatican ii this
volume provides real insight and fresh hope for those concerned to
breathe new life into the church of the 21st century

The Power of the New Spirituality 2012
spirituality can be understood within both a religious and secular context
fuelled by the controversy that surrounds different understandings of
human identity and notions of progress knowledge and truth in modernist
and postmodernist contexts the concept of spirituality is a hotly
contested topic of debate as to its relevance within contemporary culture
and its meaning within religious traditions this book aims to inform
readers on this debate and contextualize it within these different frames
of reference it approaches the topic of spirituality with an identification of
the major influences on contemporary thinking and presents a coherent
framework of understanding that links divergent thinking into a common
goal writings range across different thinkers and practitioners within
established religious tradition contemporary movements and those who
operate within psychological and secular understandings focusing on the
question what does it mean to be human this engaging study attempts to
overcome the divide between secular and religious understandings of
spirituality

Essential Writings 2010
reprint of the original first published in 1869
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Modern Spiritual Exercises 1983-01-01
in the power of modern spirituality william bloom identifies for the first
time the core strategies found at the heart of all spiritual traditions and
explains how everyone regardless of background beliefs or personality
type can develop them and immediately put them into practice he
structures his book around the key areas of connection fulfilment and
compassion showing us how to recognise and develop these aspects of
ourselves in the context of today s challenges and crises so that we gain
greater meaning and purpose in our lives written in a lively intelligent
and inspiring style and drawn from william s popular courses and
workshops it will help you to go more deeply into yourself and develop a
greater sense of personal integrity inner strength better health a stronger
connection with friends family and colleagues an increased sense of
personal joy and of being in the driving seat of your life and much more

Contemporary Spiritualities 2001-08-01
in this primary spiritual sourcebook lesser defines the emergence of a
wisdom tradition that is uniquely american democratic diverse and free
and shows how to make wise choices from the many strains of the
modern spiritual search

The present age and inner life : ancient
and modern spirit mysteries classified and
explained 2020-09-22
this text covers the history of the subject from the year 1700 to the
present day and includes all the main christian traditions with a vast
range of writers and spiritual themes from the late modern period to
contemporary feminist spirituality

The Power of Modern Spirituality
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2013-03-01
therese of lisieux 1873 1897 a french carmelite nun who died at the age
of 24 was known during her life to only a few of her fellow nuns through
the posthumous publication of her autobiography she quickly became the
most popular saint of modern times on the basis of her spiritual path
which she called the little way she was recently declared a doctor of the
church her admirers have included dorothy day thomas merton and edith
stein book jacket

The New American Spirituality 1999-09-01
excerpt from the religion of the spirit in modern life the main purpose is
practical it is hoped that this study of the subject will foster the type of
religion for which it pleads for the writer sincerely believes that there is a
deep um der current of religious life in our age a religious tendency
actively seeking the modes of inter pretation and expression here
advocated hence several of the chapters have been made partly dc
votional in form with the h0pe that they will be employed as aids to
realisation and service for this reason also much stress is put upon inner
attitudes with inner peace as the immediate goal in view and eficient
consciousness as the result the inner centre or heart is emphasised even
at the risk of seeming to neglect the social bearings of the religious life
since all spiritual growth of the profounder sort must begin within special
ap peal is made to those who dissatisfied with doc trines and religious
institutions still devoutly believe in the essentials of the spiritual life
hence the style has been made somewhat general and as untechnical as
possible again the book is constructive not critical save so far as every
one must criticise who dwells upon the life rather than the doctrine the
book is primarily intended for those who are working their way into a
larger stronger and more spiritual type of faith about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
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replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

English Spirituality 2001
as many as 100 billion neurons make up the human nervous system a
system that is incredibly complex and a fundamental part of what makes
us who we are but there is far more to human beings than biology many
academic disciplines study the human condition and there are many
schools of thought within that study we must also appreciate that the
study of human nature did not begin in contemporary times history is full
of texts that offer detailed explorations of the human condition however
no consensus has yet emerged consensus or not those working towards
religious and spiritual formation pursue the transformation of their
communities this book offers a fuller understanding of some of the
common views of human nature and also insights into how we might
utilise this knowledge in our ministries ministries that strive towards the
spiritual being and becoming of our world

St. Thérèse of Lisieux 2003
in mystical theology and contemporary spiritual practice several leading
scholars explore key themes within the christian mystical tradition
contemporary and historical the overall aim of the book is to demonstrate
the relevance of mystical theology to contemporary spiritual practice
attention is given to the works of baron von hugel vladimir lossky
margery kempe ludwig wittgenstein thomas merton and francisco de
osuna as well as to a wide range of spiritual practices including
pilgrimage spiritual direction contemplative prayer and the quotidian
spirituality of the new monasticism christian mystical theology is shown
to be a living tradition which has vibrant and creative new expressions in
contemporary spiritual practice it is argued that mystical theology affirms
something both ordinary and extraordinary which is fundamental to the
christian experience of prayer
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The Religion of the Spirit, in Modern Life
(Classic Reprint) 2017-07-25
50 spiritual classics captures the diversity of life journeys that span
centuries continents spiritual traditions and secular beliefs from the
historical the book of chuang tzu to modern insight from the kabbalah
from kahlil gibran s the prophet to eckhart tolle s recent the power of
now the first and only bite sized guide to the very best in spiritual writing
this one of a kind collection includes personal memoirs and complelling
biographies of such diverse figures as gandhi malcolm x and black elk
eastern philosophers and gurus including krishnamurti yogananda
chogyam trungpa and shunryu suzuki and western saints and mystics
such as st frances of assisi hermann hesse and simone weil the last
fifteen years have been a golden age in the genre of personal spitirual
awakening with names such as eckhart tolle neale donald walsch and
james redfield breathing new life into the literature 50 spiritual classics
showcases these newer works alongside traditional classics such as st
augustine s confessions and teresa of avila s interior castle and conveys
the great variety of spiritual experience in its commentaries of both the
conventional classics as well as new writings destined to endure 50
spiritual classics makes universal the human spiritual experience and will
inspire spiritual seekers everywhere to begin their own adventure

Spiritual Being and Becoming 2017-05-25
a brief history of spirituality tells the story of christian spirituality from its
origins in the new testament to the present day charts the main figures
ideas images and historical periods showing how and why spirituality has
changed and developed over the centuries draws out the distinctive
themes of christian spirituality exploring the historical and cultural events
and experiences that changed people s attitudes and practices coverage
extends right up to the modern day exploring the huge changes in
spirituality in recent years and the way it is nowadays often contrasted
with religion written by a leading commentator on spirituality and
published in the popular brief histories of religion series
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Mystical Theology and Contemporary
Spiritual Practice 2017-09-08
caryll houselander 1901 54 an english catholic laywoman artist and
visionary best known for works such as a rocking horse catholic the reed
of god and the way of the cross was driven by a strong identification with
the poor that enabled her in fresh and insightful ways to proclaim the
christing of the world wendy wright interweaves houselander s words and
images into an intimate encounter with this fascinating woman a divine
eccentric and a gifted reader of souls book jacket

50 Spiritual Classics 2010-12-07
st ignatius of loyola c 1491 1556 founder of the revolutionary jesuit order
is one of the key figures in christian history these personal writings reveal
the intense inwardness and devotional depths of the private man his
reminiscences give a vivid account of his conversion and psychological
turmoil of his pilgrimage to jerusalem and of the years of study and
controversy in spain and paris leading to the creation of the society of
jesus the immensely influential spiritual exercises offer guidelines for
helping people discover god in their lives coming to terms with their flaws
and making choices about their future in the spiritual diary ignatius
shows himself drawing on these methods to work through a period of
crisis all these major works have been included in this volume along with
forty letters specially selected by the editors together with the preface
introduction to each text and detailed notes they make one of the
greatest of religious characters freshly available to modern readers

A Brief History of Spirituality 2009-02-09
discussing a cutting edge theory of spirituality for todays global society
this work explores the startling new role for religion in the modern and
postmodern world marrying the truth of modern science and postmodern
culture with the wisdom of the great religions
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Caryll Houselander 2005

Personal Writings 1996-06-27

Integral Spirituality 2006
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